DeNet is featured at Miami Bitcoin Conference
19th of January, Miami: DeNet company presented its project to industry leaders at the North American
Bitcoin Conference and attracted key supporters which will help company to start a new era of the Internet.
The North American Bitcoin Conference is a part of World Blockchain Forum: Investments & ICOs, which
took place in Miami. This is one of the most significant events in the blockchain industry: 4000 people,
highly professional speakers and numerous networking opportunities. This year’s conference hosted two
days of continuous, thought provoking speeches about Blockchain and disruptive technologies. Also, the
biggest industry leaders discussed the hottest new thing in the crypto-currency community – ICOs.
During the conference DeNet managed to hold a private dinner for the top crypto individuals. For instance,
DeNet has raised a great deal of interest from Charlie Shrem (bitcoin millionaire). Also, DeNet managed to
find mutual interest and became partners with Dave Carlson from Giga-Watt, the world’s first full-service
mining solution provider; Dave became DeNet’s adviser, investor and supporter.
Another DeNet’s achievement is the support of Jim Blasko, a blockchain developer from Las Vegas, who
backed DeNet as a technical adviser. Blasko is the founder of the upcoming platform known as Aspire. He
is the co-founder of cryptomarket.co which is an eBay auction style website, and is also the cofounder of
the popular radio station known as BitcoinTalkRadio.com. He has also been in the Bitcoin space since 2010
and has been an advocate for cryptography and its surrounding technologies for over 20 years as a former
Crestron programmer.

DeNet is also proud to introduce Enrique Martinez and have him and WebCapitalists as advisers.
Enrique has a rich and extensive background in engineering, drone research and neural networks as
well as being an author of several books on cryptocurrency trading.

